How to Use Lucky boy
Lucky boy method is efficient and fits style of operating in the timeframe of 30 minutes.
However, you can use this method in any timeframe. Remember to follow all the rules,for
example, if you're operating in the timeframe of 30 minutes, you should always check the charts
of 1H and for 4H identify the trend. Do not operate signals from the chart, 30 Minutes
timeframes in the case of 1H and 4H are with signs opposite to minimize the risk.of false signals.
**Best Time Frame to Use this System is 30M. It is advisable to take reference of 1H and 4H charts**

Orders to buy (buy/long):
1). Blue arrow in the indicator Lucky boy (middle window)
(it will appear only after closing the candle)
2). At least 3 of the indicators in Lucky Boy must be Blue (better if the 4 to
confirm their entry).
****If any of these 4 (arrow, with x small square, small square, and "x"
small) is red, do not open your order.****
3). The current candle indicator arrow should be Blue
4).Trend indicator line should be Blue.
5). Use Chart Buy/Sell Arrow and pivot for better accuracy. If you're unfamiliar with
pivot, I suggest you read a little about the subject.
Orders for sale (sell / short):
1). Red arrow in the indicator Lucky Boy (middle window)
(It will appear only after closing the candle)
2). At least 3 of the indicators in Lucky Boy should be red (if the 4 best to
confirm their entry).
****If any of these 4 (arrow, with x small square, small square, and "x"
small) is Blue, do not open your order.*****
3). The current candle indicator arrow should be RED
4). Trend indicator line must be RED.
5). Use Chart Buy/Sell Arrow and pivot for better accuracy. If you're unfamiliar with
pivot, I suggest you read a little about the subject.
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